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Air comfort Deluxe bed 

Air bed that incorporates a chair and a mobile bed. The steel frame is covered in high density foam upholstery. The 

backrest has multi adjustable side wings and a push handle and lever for attendant control. A gas strut assisted recline and 

tilt in space feature provides alternative seated positions. 1230 small up to 48kgs
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Alrick hi-lo bed

The Alrick 5000 Pull-A-Part Transportable Series is perfect for easy storage and transportation. It can be assembled and 

disassembled easily, making it the ideal short-term care bed. It is an ideal choice for home care applications and is 

available in Single and king. CAYPELS stocks only single
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ArjoHuntleigh Minuet Hi 

Lo Bed

An electrically operated bed which has a hi-lo height adjustment, backrest adjustment, leg elevating knee break 

adjustment and trendelenburg tilt and reverse tilt. The bed can fold to facilitate storage and transport. All functions are 

operated by a handset control. The bed is also available in models without tilt or knee break adjustment
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Clamp On Bed Rail
For those needing support when standing from the bed, the clamp on rail is the solution. Rungs at the correct spacing to 

prevent entrapment 
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CuroCell 

The CuroCell Nova CX13 It is a mattress overlay system that is easy to operate and uses alternating pressure method as an 

aid in the prevention and treatment of pressure ulcers. The CuroCell® Nova CX13 uses replaceable polyurethane cells, 

which are housed in a separate inner cover.
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Eurocare Viscount Electric 

Hi- Lo Bed

 An electrically operated bed suitable for domestic use. Bed dismantles for transport. Comeswith Elec backend, elec 

trendelenberg tilt, full length padded side rails with net insert
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Harvest Diamond 

Mattress

The Harvest Diamond Mattress is a comfort profiling mattress with pressure-distributing visco-elastic insert in a high 

quality multistretch vapour-permeable cover. This popular product can be used either way round and is suitable for all 

types of profiling beds. Suitable for medium to high risk patients. Weight limit of 114kg. Size 2000 x 900 x 152mm. Single 

Bed
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Harvest Opal High Risk 

Mattress

An electrically operated mattress replacement system comprising a low profile alternating overlay mattress on a modular 

convoluted foam base and a pump. The cover has a double zip to separate the air cells from the foam base. Suitable for 

people at medium to high risk of pressure sore development. . 
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Harvest Opal Med Risk 

Mattress Overlay 

A pressure relieving air mattress overlay consisting of a mattress pad and an electric motor / pump. This alternating air 

overlay is designed to assist in the prevention and management of people who are assessed at medium / high risk of 

pressure ulcer development or existing ulcers up to and including grade 2. Load capacity 150kg. Med risk
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Invacare Softform Premier 

Glide Mattress

Designed to conform with electric profiling beds- designed to provide exceptional pressure reduction, and to positively 

contribute to a reduction in shear and friction forces when used in conjunction with an electric profiling bed. When a bed 

is profiled, the mattress allows the top surface to retain its optimum properties for effectively supporting the client, while 

the base of the mattress separately conforms to the bedframe. Suitable for use with those who are considered to be at 

'Very High Risk' of developing pressure ulcers. Weight load max 247.6 kg
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SAM Overlay

A static air mattress overlay or replacement that is electrically operated and comes in two sizes. It is suitable for users at 

medium risk of pressure ulcers and for treatment of up to stage two ulcers. Height Overall 100.0 mm, Width Overall 850.0 

mm, Length Overall 2000.0 mm, Load Capacity (supplier stated) 20.0 kg - 200.0 kg
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Viscocell Pressure 

Mattress

A mattress made from visco-cell foam with a stretch and breathable (vapour permeable) cover. Suitable for users at 

medium to high risk of developing a pressure ulcer.Weight load max 150 kg
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